It should come as no surprise that newspapers receive a lot of Letters to the Editor. There are no guaranteed methods for getting a letter published, however, the following tips may improve your chances:

- **Keep it short.** Letters to the editor should be no more than 200 words.
- **Know your facts.** You may get one letter published with fishy facts, but once other letter writers or commentators on the website start pointing out factual errors, you are unlikely to be published again.
- **Be passionate but professional.** Letters that resort to stereotypes, threats, or name-calling are unlikely to be published.
- **Provide your name.** It goes without saying that an anonymous letter will not be read, let alone published.
- **Provide accurate contact information.** The letters editor will typically call to see if you are the same person who submitted the letter, so provide a phone number where they can reach you during work hours.
- **Focus on one subject.** If you are discussing more than one topic in 250 words, you may not have enough to say.
- **Be timely.** Discussion about an issue in a letter that has not been mentioned in the newspaper recently will not interest the editor.
- **Send the letter in an email, not as an attachment.**

**Submit Letters to:**

- **Salt Lake Tribune:** letters@sltrib.com
- **Deseret News:** letters@desnews.com
- **Provo Daily Herald:** dhletters@heraldextra.com
- **Tooele Transcript Bulletin:** tbp@tooeletranscript.com
- **Moab Times Independent:** Submit through the website at http://www.moabtimes.com
- **Sun Advocate:** Submit through the website at www.sunadv.com